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Abstract 
Interoperability is a recent technology that meets the needs of new applications requiring 
access to several heterogeneous databases. In this context, it is important to detect the meaning 
of data in the various databases. Semantic enrichment is a process that makes inherent 
semantics explicit by transforming database schemas into a higher data model. Expressive 
modeling concepts, like relationships and subtypes, are applied to express data semantics. 

This work presents a powerful graphical approach to semantic enrichment of relational 
databases. An object-oriented data model is used to this end. Hence relational database 
schemas are transformed into object-oriented ones, thereby upgrading the semantic level by 
using object-oriented concepts extensively. In contrast to other approaches, semantic enrich
ment must explicitly be specified: Rules describe how object types and relationships between 
them are derived from relational tables. Data semantics can be expressed precisely. A graphical 
specification language for such rules allows remodeling of even complex relational situations 
in an intuitive, incremental, and concise manner. Given an enrichment specification, a 
complete database interface is generated that provides an object-oriented access to relational 
data. Access methods are automatically implemented on top of the relational system. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Due to growing demands on information flow, new types of complex applications emerge 
which require access to several database systems (DBSs) linked by computer networks. The 
component databases may be heterogeneous, and to a large degree, autonomous. Such 
environments are very common in various application domains including computer-supported 
cooperative work, Computer-Aided Design, Computer-Aided Manufacturing, and scientific 
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information management. Consequently, support is necessary to protect users from system
specific data models, access interfaces, query languages, etc. 

The area of interoperability of heterogeneous DBSs (sometimes called federation, integration 
or multidatabases) [LMR90, ShL90, KRS91, HNS92, IMS93] attempts to resolve this 
problem. Prototypes like [RAD+91, FaM93] provide a unified and consistent view of data 
stored in several local databases. A corresponding uniform interface hides syntactic and 
semantic heterogeneities, which essentially concern data models, query languages, etc. The 
constituent systems still exist and preserve their autonomy and existing applications on the 
systems will run as before. [ShL90] defined a reference architecture and a classification for 
federated database systems. Two steps in the reference architecture are essential: 

• First, each local schema of a component database system, expressed in the native data 
model of the system, is translated into a so-called canonical data model. The result is 
called a component schema. Doing this procedure for several local schemas, a single rep
resentation of all database schemas is achieved. Thus, syntactic heterogeneity resulting 
from different data models and access interfaces of the component systems is eliminated. 
We call this step homogenization. 

• Secondly, several component schemas are merged to produce one or more global schemas. 
This schema integration deals with eliminating semantic heterogeneity. Since local sche
mas are generally designed independently, a real world situation may have been represented 
in different ways in different local schemas. Discrepancies [KLK91] and conflicts [SpP91] 
between component schemas are thus resolved. A global schema gives a user the illusion of 
a homogeneous, integrated "database system", by providing a unified, consistent, and trans
parent access on all the integrated data. 

The scope of this paper mainly deals with the homogenization of relational databases. We use 
an object-oriented data model as canonical model and transform relational schemas into a 
object-oriented ones. Tapping the power of object-orientation seems to be most promising 
[CaS91, H1ir92, AAK+93, KPM93] due to its advantages in semantic richness and flexibility in 
modeling. In particular, a corresponding interoperability framework is able to plug in object
oriented database systems without losses [BNPS89, KDN90, AAK+93]. 

Providing an integrated access to heterogeneous DBSs requires a deep knowledge of the 
semantics of data so that interdatabase semantic relationships can be detected later, in the inte
gration phase. However, relational schemas, since consisting only of tables, do not carry much 
semantics. The often proposed solution is to upgrade the semantic level of the local schema by 
means of semantic enrichment [CaS91, Cas93, KPM93]: Implicit knowledge is discovered 
and made explicit in a semantically rich data model by using higher modeling concepts. 

Several approaches in the literature deal with schema conversions, remodeling relational 
schemas in semantic data models [HuK87] like Entity-Relationship (ER) approaches or object
oriented models in the context of semantic enrichment [CaS91, Cas93, KPM93] or reverse 
engineering [NaA87, YaL92, HTJC93, NNJ93, CBS94, PrB94]. Most approaches expect a 
relational schema and a list of integrity constraints, and then automatically construct 
corresponding ER or object-oriented schemas. Typical forms of constraints that are taken into 
account are primary keys and equality of names [DaA87], candidate keys [NaA87], functional 
dependencies, and (key-based) inclusion dependencies [MaM90, YaL92]. 

We do not care about automatic recognition of subtype hierarchies. We take the view that it is 
generally difficult to achieve a fully automated schema transformation that produces correct 
output on the basis of such constraints. Instead we stress completeness: We propose a graphical 
approach that is capable of precisely remodeling any relational situations in object-oriented 
terms. To achieve this goal, connections between relational and object-oriented schemas can be 
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described explicitly. Relations are linked to shape object types by applying enrichment rules. 
The rules are less formal than functional and inclusion dependencies and provide intuitive but 
powerful and orthogonal means to derive object-oriented schemas. In particular, 'relational' 
subtype hierarchies designed by different strategies can be remodeled. Indeed, subtype 
hierarchies are generally not recognized properly in arbitrary cases. Some approaches simply 
do not attempt to rebuild subtypes [DaA87, KPM93], others (e.g., [CaS91, YaL92]) use 
inclusion dependencies between relational tables and are able to rebuild subtypes created by 
one strategy. Multi-leveled hierarchies are rarely managed properly. Our approach can handle 
the general case of multi-leveled hierarchies designed by several, even mixed strategies. 

On the other hand, this requires that the semantics of tables has already been recognized. The 
information in demand is often available in a different form, for example, a relational schema 
has often been designed with ER approaches or object-oriented techniques. Although the 
original design information is not adequately reflected in the final relational schema, the design 
document may still be available and thus provides a good basis for semantic enrichment 
[KPM93]. Certainly heuristics, algorithms, and methodologies have been brought out in the 
context of knowledge acquisition [CaS91, Cas93] or reverse-engineering [HTJC93, CBS94, 
PrB94]. They analyze the contents of databases in order to find those constraints, and do a 
valuable job to provide a proposal, which can be improved afterwards. 

Although the specification of semantic enrichment must be done manually, the process of 
homogenization is carried out automatically. We pursue a generative approach: Given an 
enrichment specification, a complete database interface including query facilities is generated 
automatically, implementing an object-oriented access to the relational database. Hence in 
contrast to others, we do not generate only the object-oriented structure, but also methods that 
provide an object-oriented way of manipulation and querying. Users work in terms of objects 
and relationships, instead of relational tuples. The access to data becomes more comfortable. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the canonical data model. 
We use the object model of ODMG-93 [Cat94], the future standard for object-oriented DBSs. 
ODMG-93 defines a complete database interface including manipulation facilities. Further
more, we give an overview of all the remodeling concepts that are taken into account. 

In Section 3, we present our approach, specifying semantic enrichment explicitly in a 
graphical manner. A graphical tool starts with the relational schema and guides a designer on 
remodeling the schema in the ODMG model in an incremental and syntax-directed manner. 
Hence the tool comprises much of graphical schema editors like [deT89]. At any time, a check 
can be made whether the relational database does not violate the enrichment. The graphical 
specification language provides powerful rules to enrich relational schemas in the ODMG-93 
object model. The overall generative principle of homogenization is discussed. Particularly, a 
run-time system is automatically generated which provides an ODMG conforming interface to 
the relational data. 

The work we present here is part of a project called "Flexible Integration of Heterogeneous 
Database Systems" (FIHD). Section 4 outlines some further aspects of FIHD, moving from 
homogenization towards integration of database systems. 

2 SEMANTIC ENRICHMENT OF RELATIONAL DATABASES 

Semantically enriching relational databases is done by remodeling relational schemas in an 
object-oriented data model. In contrast to other approaches like Pegasus [AAK+93] or 
BLOOM [CaS91) which define their own object-oriented data model, we do not contribute to 
the great variety of object-oriented models: We use the object model of ODMG-93 [Cat94], the 
emerging standard for object-oriented DBSs. Most of the vendors of object-oriented DBSs are 
committed to support this standard by 1995. 
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2.1 ODMG-93 object model 

The first version of the ODMG-93 standard was published at the end of 1993, and revised to 
[Cat94]. The object model provides object types (with object identity), attributes, simple and 
multiple inheritance, and relationships between object types. Figure 1 presents a simple 
schema modeling a company database, here described in graphical OMT notation [RBP+91]. 

PERSON 
Pld Long 
Name String 
Address ADDRESS 

~ 
DEPT I WORKER II EMP La lworksl~l Did Long I ~Staff! LWageslLOng_j !Salary ]Long r- Name String 

~ Branches Set<String> 

I I 
I MGR I I SECR I 
1 Rank 1 Long I ISpee<liLong 1 

Figure 1 ODMG database schema 

Objects that possess similar properties are classified as objec~ types like PERSON and DEPT 
(department). Objects have an identifier that uniquely identifies objects in a type. 

Properties of objects are described as attributes related to object types. Every person (of 
type PERSON) possesses a number (Pid), a Name, and an Address. Attributes have a domain. 
There are many predefined domains, in essential usual base types like Long, Float and Char, but 
also complex data types like Date, Time and String. Object types are also valid domains. For 
instance, attribute Address is of domain ADDRESS, which is an object type structured as ZIP 
code, City, and Street. However, this does not represent a relationship between PERSON and 
ADDRESS; a person's address is embedded in PERSON, it does not possess an object identifier 
and cannot be referenced from other objects. Furthermore, there are parameterized data types 
in the sense of C++ templates. Set's, Bag's, List's, and Varray's can be built over domains by 
using those templates, e.g., Set<String>. Bags are multisets, which retain duplicates. Lists 
possess an order so that it is possible to access the i-th element directly by its position number. 
Arrays are similar to lists, but may have empty cells. 

Relationships between object types are modeled by references. In the example, Worksln is a 
single-valued reference, it points to exactly one object of type DEPT. In contrast, Staff is multi
valued (denoted as 'e'), referring to a collection (set or list) of objects. Both references Worksln 
I Staff model the same semantic relationship. They are inverse and specify different directions. 
This is called a bidirectional reference. Referential integrity is automatically guaranteed, i.e. 
both directions are kept consistent: 1f an object is deleted, then all bidirectional references 
pointing to that object are also removed; insertions are handled analogously. References can be 
unidirectional, too. In this case, the reference is directed, from one object type to another. The 
direction is important for access. Referential integrity is not controlled and must be maintained 
manually in order to avoid 'dangling pointers'. 
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Object types can be organized in subtype hierarchies. Object type PERSON has two 
subtypes (blue-collar) WORKER and EMPloyee, and EMP in turn has subtypes SECRetary and 
MGR (manager), graphically indicated by triangles. Each subtype inherits all the properties of 
its supertype(s), attributes, as well as participation in relationships. Multiple inheritance is 
supported, i.e. object types can have several supertypes. Please note that subtypes are disjoint 
in ODMG-93. To express non-disjoint subtypes, multiple inheritance must be applied. 

A corresponding Object Definition Language (ODL) allows for the specification of ODMG 
schemas in a syntactic form. An Object Manipulation Language (OML) defines manipulation 
features. Each type possesses predefined, generic methods like new and delete_object to insert 
and delete objects, and the means to navigate along references. The OML is given in two 
language-specific representations, in C++ and Smalltalk bindings. Finally, an Object Query 
Language (OQL) provides associative query facilities. 

2.2 Concepts for semantic enrichment 

Using the semantically rich ODMG object model suggests itself not to transform relations into 
'fiat' object types that possess the same simple structure, but to restore relationships and 
subtype hierarchies in a semantic enrichment process [Cas93, KPM93]. It should be the overall 
goal to use object-oriented concepts extensively in order to make explicit any semantics that is 
implicitly given in relations [HTJC93, CBS94, PrB94]. In fact, all the strategies that could 
have been applied to map ODMG concepts into relational ones, should be turned round. 

In order to extensively make use of object-oriented concepts in the remodeling process, it is 
useful to consider how the ODMG concepts can be mapped onto relational ones, thus learning 
which strategies could have been applied by designers of relational schemas. In fact, these are 
the mappings to be inverted. Only then can problems of semantic enrichment be detected. Let 
us therefore consider possible mappings of ODMG schemas onto relational ones in order to 
derive rules that invert the process. The schema in Figure 1 forms the basis for the discussion. 

The general proceeding taught by Entity-Relationship (ER) approaches is to create a base 
table for each object type. The elementary attributes, i.e. those having standard domains that 
are available in compatible form on the relational system, are directly passed to the relation. 
Figure 2 shows how to transform the object type PERSON {Pid, Name, ... } to a tableT _PERSON 
(Pid, PName, ... ). Rule 1 enables inverting this process. 

Rule 1: Deriving of object types from tables 

table T_PERSON (Pid, PName, ... ) object type PERSON { Pld, Name, ... } 

It should be possible to derive object types from tables, relating relational attributes to ob
ject type attributes. Renaming is useful to choose self-explanatory names (foreign keys are 
often coded into attribute names, e.g., as name prefixes, which is not necessary in the case 
of object-oriented schemas), or to avoid naming conflicts in advance. This step requires as
sociations between relation names and object type names like T _PERSON .... PERSON, and 
analogously for attribute names, e.g.,T_PERSON.PName ..... PERSON.Name. Figure 2 pre
sents the relationship between object type PERSON and table T _PERSON by means of 
dashed arrows. For the purpose of explanation, we also relate PERSON objects (represented 
as ovals) to tuples in T_PERSON. Each tuple (with a key value) corresponds to an object. 

The ODMG object model provides many predefined types like String, Time and Date. Some 
relational DBSs support some of them so that a direct transformation is possible. Otherwise, 
those types must be transformed into relational attribute domains. Assume PERSON possesses 
an attribute Birthday of domain Date. This can be "implemented" by three Integer-valued 
attributes Day, Month, and Year (cf. Figure 2). Rule 2 inverts the direction. 
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PERSON ~- - - - - - - - - - - • 
I 

Pid Lone - - - - - - - - - - - T - - - - - ~ 

Name S~ng -----------~-----;----· 
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I tiY I 1 I 1 1 1 

' 
1 I I I 

T PERSON Pld PName Day Month Year 
u.A:J:J:tm:: • .._:·;...· ----====r11~..;..;,;rAT~1r-1F1F1~19~1rT1 +-;..;.... 
(:2: s: 2.2:1922 •. :: , 2 B 2 2 1922 
:::'3';:D."~.:.J................................................................. 3 c 3 3 1933 

Figure 2 Deriving object types from tables 

Rule 2: Using predefined data types 
Day:lnteger, Month:lnteger, Year:lnteger - Birthday:Date 

Corresponding assignments are necessary to invert the transformation: 
(T_PERSON.Year, T_PERSON.Month, T_PERSON.Day) - PERSON.Birthday 

Analogously, attributes with an object type as a domain are handled. Since the attribute 
Address of PERSON is type-valued, it has to be split up into several relational attributes ZIP, 
City, and Street: T _PERSON (Pid, PName, ZIP:Integer, City:string, Street:string). Rule 3 clusters 
those attributes analogous to Rule 2. 

Rule 3: Structuring attributes to embedded types 

(T _PERSON.ZIP, T _PERSON. City, T _PERSON.Street) - PERSON.Address 

Multivalued attributes must also be handled when transforming object-oriented schemas into 
tables. Usually, multivalued attributes are represented by tables of their own, containing a 
foreign key to the base table and the values one by one. For example, the branches of 
departments are stored in a table T _BRANCHES (Old, Branch) the tuples of which contain the 
branches for each department Did. List-valued attributes require an additional relational 
column No; each value in the list gets a number that defines the position on the list. 

DEPT T_DEPT Did Name 

Did Lone 10 AA 

Name smna 20 BB 

Branches set<Strina> 1<----------------------- ~----, 
I I 

' ' 
T_BRANCHE Did Branch [No] 

s 

(10, AA, { A_city, B town} 
10 A_city 1 -----I ----.. 10 B_town 2 

--~· 
20 C_city 1 

(20, BB, { C city, B_town, A city}) cr..: 20 B_towil 2 
--~. 20 A_city 3 

Figure 3 Clustering object types 

The other way around, it should be possible to combine both relations (representing object type 
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and multivalued attribute) to one object type. Since normalization in relational database design 
often leads one to split up tables (which originally represent object types) into several tables, it 
should generally be possible to 'cluster' any tables related by attributes to one object type 
[YaL92). 

Rule 4: Clustering relations to object types 
T DEPT (Old, Name) ; DEPT { Old, Name, Branches:Set<String> } 
T =BRANCHES (Old, Branch:String) 

A corresponding rule must relate the attribute T _BRANCHES. Branch to the object-oriented 
attribute Branches. Additionally, the connection between T _DEPT and T _BRANCHES via Did 
is necessary to join both relations. Composite attributes may be specified. In case of list-val
ued attributes, realized as T _BRANCHES (Old, Branch, No), attribute No representing the or
dering must be marked. 

Alternatively, a multivalued attribute like Branches can be represented by a constant number of 
attributes, if the collection has a fixed size or an upper bound, as shown in Figure 4. This is 
particularly useful for small collections. 

T DEPT Did Name Branch11Branch2 Branch3 
DEPT 10 AA A_c1ty jl:i_town NULL 

Did Long 20 BB C _city B_town A1 city 
Name String ' ' 
Branches String[3] 

1 I 2 I 3 I 

<---------------------------~---------~ 

Figure 4 Converting attribute enumerations to array-valued attributes 

Rule 5: Converting attribute enumerations to array-valued attributes 
T _DEPT( ... , Branch1, Branch2, Branch3) .... DEPT { ... , Branches:String[3]} 

In this case, the sequence <T _DEPT. Branch1, T _ DEPT.Branch2, T _DEPT. Branch3> of attributes 
must be associated with the object-oriented attribute DEPT. Branches. 

Relationships between object types can be represented by foreign keys or tables of their own. 
In Figure 5, the l:n relationship Staff/Workstn is represented by an attribute Dept of T_EMP•. 
Dept is a foreign key in table T_EMP (referring to the department's Did). 

EMP jworksl --.1 DEPT 
11-'IC I LOng 

j.- Staff I UIO I LOng 
I Salary tlong Name tString 

' ' r-------------- .. ' 'I I 

TEMP Pld Salary Dept: Integer y 
3 3000 10 T_DEPT Old Name 
4 4000 20 10 AA 
5 5000 10 20 BB 

Figure 5 Making relationships explicit: foreign keys 

·The attribute Pld of EMP is inherited from PERSON. More details concerning inheritance will be given later. 
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Arbitrary n:m relationships cannot be mapped to tables in this way. Here, a relationship table 
that takes the key attributes of participating object types is necessary. This strategy is also 
applicable in case of l:n relationships like StaffJINorksln, resulting in a table T_WORKSIN 
(Pid,Did) that expresses the relationship by means of key attributes Pld and Did (Figure 6). 

TEMP 
I Worksln---.. 

DEPT 
t-'10 ong I..._ Staff 

IDICI !Long 
Salaryj_ Long Name !String 

.. ------------ ----., r-----------1 y I I I 
' DJd 

I 
TEMP Pld Salary T WORKSIN Pld v 

3 3000 3 10 T DEPT Did Name 
4 4000 4 20 10 AA 
5 5000 5 10 20 BB 

Figure 6 Making relationships explicit: relationship tables 

Indeed, both principles should be invertible by corresponding rules: 

Rule 6: Making relationships (represented by foreign keys or relationship tables) explicit 

a) relationships represented by foreign keys: 
T _EMP (Pid, Salary, Dept:int) ; EMP { Pld, Salary, Worksln:DEPT}; 
T _DEPT (Did, Name) DEPT {Did, Name, Staff:Set(EMP)} 
The transformation is characterized by assigning the pair StaffJINorksln of referenc
es to the attributes T_EMP.Dept and T_DEPT.Did (cf. Figure 5). 

b) relationships represented by relationship tables: 
T _EMP (Pid, Salary) ; -+ EMP { Pld, Name, Worksln:DEPT}; 
T _DEPT (Did, Name) ; DEPT {Did, Name, Staff:Set(EMP)} 
T_WORKSIN (Pid, Did) 
The pair Worksln/Staff of references must be associated with two pairs of attributes, 
(T _EMP.Pid, T _WORKSIN.Pid) and (T_DEPT.Did, T_WORKSIN.Did) (cf. Figure 6). 

In both cases, the relationships can also be expressed by composite attributes. Then tuples of 
attributes are to be related. Most approaches are unable to rebuild such relationships that are 
represented by individual tables. We should remark that neither n-ary relationships nor 
relationships with attributes (in the sense of the classical Entity-Relationship model) are 
treated here, because the ODMG object model does not provide them. Consequently, 
relationships like that must be modeled by object types. 

Remodeling subtype hierarchies requires advanced concepts since several relational 
representations exist, see [deT89] for examples. Each one has pros and cons in regard to fast 
access, redundancy, and easy update. Some approaches to semantic enrichment [MaM90, 
YaL92, Cas93] are able to make subtype relationships explicit. However, they generally take 
into account one strategy (the vertical one below) and lack the handling multi-leveled subtype 
hierarchies. But it is just the 'implementation' of subtypes that offers a wide spectrum of 
solutions to map them onto tables. It is important to detect them in order to obtain correctly 
remodeled schemas. We investigate possible mappings of subtype hierarchies in more detail by 
looking at the most important strategies. In the following examples, let us assume that Pld 1 
and 2 are real persons, 3 is a secretary, 4 an employee, 5 a manager, and 6 a worker. 
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a) Possibly the most common way of ~apping subtype hierarchies is a vertical strategy. 
Figure 7 shows the resulting tables for the hierarchy given in Figure 1'. There is one table 
for each object type in the hierarchy. All of the tables share the key of the root, perhaps a 
system-defined surrogate key. Each table possesses the specific attributes of the related type 
in order to reflect the properties of that type. To access the attributes of supertypes, tables 
must be joined over the common key attribute Pld, e.g., T _MGR ® T _EMP ® T _PERSON to 
access PERSON- and EMP-attributes of managers. Each table contains all of the elements of 
the corresponding type, i.e. the instances of the type and all its subtypes. The following in
clusions hold between supertype and subtype tables: T _PERSON.Pid ;;;) T _EMP.Pid, 
T EMP.Pid ;;;) T SECR.Pid, T PERSON.Pid ;;;) T WORKER.Pid, T EMP.Pid ;;;) T MGR.Pid. In
deed, the litera~re about semantic enrichment uses these inclusiOns to identify vertical sub
types. In fact, the relatic:ms all have the same key attribute Pld, but the names can certainly 
be different, e.g., the key ofT _EMP may be named Eld instead of PI d. 

PERSON 

·------------------) Pld Long 
I Name String I r--------------
' ' T PERSON Pld PName 

4\ 1 A 
2 B p: -~~~·_Pld S: tfORKER.Pid ~I 3 c T-PERSON.Pid _PERSON.Pid 
4 D 
5 E 
6 F I EMP I I WORKER I 

• ---- ->t.::>alary ... ong 1 IWagesiLong --· I I 
I 

T WORKER I Pld I W~ges TEMP Pld Salary 
3 3000 I I 6 1 1666 
4 4000 
5 5000 

I T MGR.Pid ~ T EMP.Pid T SECR.Pid ~ T EMP.Pid I 

I MGR I I SECR I 
·-- Rank !Long 1 I Speed I Long K--------- ~ 
I I 

I I 
I 

T SECR I Pld I Speed T MGR Pld Rank 
5 mgr 3 133 

Figure 7 Vertical subtype strategy 

b) Horizontal strategy also uses one table for each object type in the hierarchy. The attributes 
inherited from supertypes are directly available in each table (Figure 8). In contrast to the 
vertical strategy, each table contains only the real instances of the corresponding type. 
Hence, a manager is stored in T _MGR only, however, including the EMP and PERSON infor
mation. On instance-level, super- and subtype tables must be disjoint: T_PERSON.Pid n 
T_EMP.Pid = 0, T_EMP.Pid n T_MGR.Pid = 0, T_EMP.Pid n T_SECR.Pid = 0 etc. 

'For the ease of demonstration, we here disregard attribute Address (of type ADDRESS) and relationships. 
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·--------------~------I ~=----+;::.:,.:.SZ.--l 
r----------i-~---- L.:..:.:::..:..:..;:;._-+:;.:;,;;.;oz._.J 

T PERSON Pld PName I I 
I 
I 

T_EMP 

1 A 
2 B 
' 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

,.------
1 

' 

Wages 
1666 

I ~;.;;.;;.;;;.J.;:;;;;.;.;;ii-J ----------~ 

: ~--i----------------------· : 
I r---~--~------------------, 1 r---T---;--1---------------• I 1 I I I I I 

T_SECR Speed 
133 

Figure 8 Horizontal subtype strategy 

c) Materialization uses the schemas of horizontal, but the instances of vertical strategy (Fig
ure 9). Each table possesses all the information about its elements leading to redundancy; 
tables T _PERSON, T _EMP and T _MGR contain the same PName 'E' for employee 5. 

d) In contrast to the first three strategies, one single table represents the whole hierarchy in the 
flag approach. A table T_PERSON (Pid, PName, Emp?, Salary, Seer?, Speed, Mgr?, Rank, 
Worker?, Wages) is created for the root of the hierarchy (cf. Figure 10), and boolean flags 
named Emp?, etc. determine the specific subtype. Flags denote elements, hence tuples hav
ing Emp?=true represent elements of EMP. Naturally, only sensible flag combinations must 
occur. For example, Mgr? = true A Emp? = false is not valid; any secretary must be an em
ployee. Furthermore, non-specific attributes must be NULL so that Emp?=false implies Sala
ry=NULL, and so on. 

Some variants of the flag approach are conceivable. Instead of denoting elements, flags 
can also specify instances. Then at most one flag must be true. Emp?=true holds for instances 
of EMP only, SECR instances still have Seer?=true, but now Emp?=false. Instead of flags, 
enumeration types type? = { Emp, Seer, Mgr, Worker} can serve for the same purpose. For ex
ample, the instances of EMP get the type?-value Emp. Arbitrary discriminants like Salary ,. 
NULL can also be used to specify subtypes. 

Rule 7: Making subtype hierarchies explicit 

a) Vertical strategy (Figure 7): T_PERSON (Pid, PName); PERSON { Pld, Name}; 
T_EMP (Pid, Salary) EMP: PERSON {Salary} 

In addition to the assignment of object types to tables, each pair of supertype/subtype 
must be associated with the attributes relevant for expressing the subtype relationship 
(join condition), e.g., (T ~PERSON.Pid:! T _EMP.Pid) - EMP : PERSON. 
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Pld 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

r---------------' ~~~-r~~~ 

PName 
A T . ld_ 
B I PERSON.Pid ; 
c T -EMP.PName = 
0 T_PERSON.PName 
E 
F 

T WORKER.Pid ~ 
I PERSON.Pid ; 

1---......_---tt -WORKER.PName = 
"(.PERSON.PName 

<----, 
~~~~~~ I 

T EMP Pld I 

3 
4 

Figure 9 Materialization 

T WORKER! Pld IPNamel Wages 
6 F 1666 

SECR.Pid ~ T EMP.Pid; ... 

I 

T_SECR Speed 

1333 

b) Horizontal strategy (Figure 8): T _PERSON (Pid, PName) ; - PERSON { Pld, Name} ; 
T _EMP (Pid, PName, Salary) EMP : PERSON { Salary} 

Elements of types are spread over several tables. Hence attributes that are semantically 
equivalent must be related: (T _PERSON.PName + T _EMP.PName + T _WORKER.PName + 
T MGR.PName+ T SECR.PName)- PERSON. Name for attribute PName: All these tables 
contain the names~ dependent on the specific type of a person. 

c) Materialization (Figure 9): T _PERSON (Pid, PName) ; PERSON { Pld, Name} ; 
T_EMP (Pid, PName, Salary) EMP: PERSON {Salary} 

Again, the attributes defining the subtype relationships must be related (T _PERSON.Pid ~ 
T_EMP.Pid). Furthermore, the redundancy is to be marked: T_PERSON.PName 
T _ EMP.PName, as both contain the same values for employees. 

d) Flag approach (Figure 1 0): T _PERSON(Pid, PName, - PERSON { Pld, Name} ; 
EMP?, Salary, EMP: PERSON {Salary}; 
WORKER?, Wages, WORKER : PERSON {Wages} ; 
SECR?, Speed, SECR : EMP { Speed } ; 
MGR?, Rank) MGR : EMP { Rank } 

Each subtype needs the information on how to compute the elements of that type by 
means of a discriminant condition. For example, the condition EMP?=true determines 
EMP-elements. This principle is applicable for other flag approaches, too, e.g., character
izing instances or arbitrary conditions. 
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r-------------------1 

I I .. _______ , 
.. ---., 

"'------, I I 
' ' ' ' ' T PERSON Pld PName Emp? Salary Mgr? Rank Seer? Speed Worker? Wages 

1 A 'false ~ULL Tafse I NULL false NULL false NULL 
2 B false NULL false NULL false NULL false NULL 
3 c true 3000 false NULL false 133 false NULL 
4 D true 4000 false NULL true NULL false NULL 
5 E true 5000 true mgr false NULL false NULL 
6 F false NULL false NULL false NULL true 1666 

Figure 10 Flag approach 

Please note that the above strategies may be mixed within one hierarchy (see later). 

Supertypes that do not contain instances of their own (so-called abstract types) can be handled 
in a different way, since they do not require a table. Suppose EMP is an abstract supertype of 
MGR and SECR. The tables T_MGR (Pid, Salary, Dept, Rank) and T_SECR (Pid, Salary, Dept, 
Speed) obtain the attributes of EMP; table T _EMP is not necessary because there are no EMP
instances. 

Rule 8: Generalizing object types to abstract types 

T _MGR (Pid, Salary, Rank) ; EMP { Pld, Salary} ; 
T _SECR (Pid, Salary, Speed) MGR: EMP {Rank}; 

SECR : EMP { Speed} 

The other way round, it is necessary to introduce new object types in order to concentrate 
common attributes into a generalized object type. Here it is the task of the rule to general
ize MGR and SECR to EMP. The rule must relate T_MGR.Pid and T_SECR.Pid to EMP.Pid, 
T _MGR.Salary and T _SECR.Salary to EMP.Salary, etc. 

As mentioned before, the instances of subtypes are disjoint in the ODMG object model. Hence, 
a secretary cannot be a manager at the same time. However, non-disjoint types can be modeled 
by applying multiple inheritance. 
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I ---------~ 
I 

L---~-----------------------------, 
~---~---~-------------------------, 

T_MGR Rank T_SECR Speed 
mgr 133 

Figure 11 Generalization 

A common subtype MGR_SECR represents the intersection of MGR and SECR, with regard to 
their instances. The subtype is necessary for being able to insert objects that are both manager 
and secretary, like the object with Pld 9 in Figure 12. The attributes inherited from EMP via 
MGR and SECR occur only once in MGR_SECR. The type EMP enables accessing all the 
elements, no matter whether managers, secretaries, or both. 

The mapping of multiple inheritance on tables is the same as for vertical subtype strategie, as 
tables allow for overlapping subtypes. For example, Figure 12 contains three tables T _EMP, 
T_MGR, T_SECR; T_MGR and T_SECR are non-disjoint wrt. Pld values, as the employee with 
Pld 9 occurs in T_MGR and T_EMP. 

A corresponding rule has to rebuild multiple inheritance from non-disjoint tables: Pld 9 
becomes an instance of SECR_MGR, while 7 is an instance of EMP and 8 is an instance of 
SECR. Please note that MGR : EMP and SECR : EMP without SECR_MGR is a wrong object
oriented remodeling due to disjoint subtypes. 

Rule 9: Handling non-disjoint subtypes 
T EMP (Pid, Salary, Dept) ; .... 
T =MGR (Pid, Rank) ; 
T _SECR (Pid, Speed) 

EMP { Salary } ; 
MGR : EMP { Rank } ; 
SECR : EMP { Speed } ; 
MGR_SECR : MGR , SECR {} 

The rule has to reflect the attributes Pld that are used to build the subtype relationship. Fur
thermore, it must be specified how the attributes of EMP are computed from tables. 

This list of features does not claim to be complete. Naturally, additional kinds of remodeling 
relations are possible. For instance, [SCG92) propose concepts to convert tables IBM (Date, 
Value), Boeing (Date, Value), and HP (Date, Value), which possess the same structure, to STOCK 
{ Date,Company,Value }. This type contains relation names as Company-values 'IBM', 'Boeing', 
'HP' etc. This remodeling is only useful if other schemas to be integrated are taken into 
account. Those features, which restructure relation and attribute names to attribute values, 
should be part of a successive integration step. Hence, we do not want to overshoot the mark. 
We do without such schematic discrepancies in order to avoid view update problems [SLT91). 
We act according to a general principle that the homogenization step should require only local 
knowledge of the local relational schema. 
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EMP 

Pld Long k------------------------· 
Salary Long ~-----------------------~---· . . 
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T_EMP Pld Salary 

7 7000 
IT MGR.Pid C T EMP.PICI I 1 1 _::>t::vH.PICI s.. 1 _t::MP.PICI J 8 8000 

9 9000 
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Figure 12 Non-disjoint subtypes 

T_DEPT Did Name T_BRANCHES Did Branch 

10 A inc. 10 A_city 

20 B Ltd 20 B_town 
20 c_city 

T_PERSON Pld PName ZIP City Street 

1 A 11111 A_city A_Avenue 
2 B 22222 B_town B_Street 
3 c 33333 c_city C_Bivd 
4 D 44444 D_town D_Avenue 
5 E 55555 E_city E_Avenue 

T_EMP Pld Salary Dept Mgr? Rank 

3 3000 10 false NULL 
4 4000 20 false NULL 
5 5000 10 true mgr 

T_WORKER I Pld I Name I ZIP I City I Street I Wages 

I 6 I F 1 66666 1 F _town 1 F _Street 1 1666 

T_SECR 

I 
Pld I Speed 
3 133 

Figure 13 Relational database schema (related to Figure 1) 
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2.3 An example of mixing rules 

Let us now demonstrate what happens if we combine several of the above mentioned rules, 
especially if we apply different strategies to model subtype hierarchies. Figure 13 gives a 
relational representation that corresponds to the object-oriented schema given in Figure 1. 
Here, EMP represents a vertical subtype of PERSON (due to T _EMP.Pid s;; T _PERSON.Pid), and 
SECR is vertical subtype of EMP (T _SECR.Pid S: T _EMP.Pid). MGR is a subtype of EMP built by 
a flag approach with flag Mgr?. WORKER is a horizontal subtype of PERSON. Hence, 
T_WORKER contains additional persons who possess different Plds (T_PERSON.Pid n 
T _WORKER.Pid = 0). Please note that horizontal subtypes receive all the properties of their 
supertypes. T _WORKER thus possesses the complete PERSON attributes. The set-valued 
attribute Branches is represented by table T_BRANCH as discussed in Rule 4, and attribute 
address is split up into ZIP, City, and Street. Furthermore, the Worksln relationship is represented 
by a foreign key Dept. The Dept column refers to the department an employee works in. 

Figure 13 elucidates that it is rather complicated to derive the schema of Figure 1 from tables 
in any case, especially if the semantics of attributes is not known. It is even more difficult to 
create an automatism that rebuilds hierarchies. On the other hand, experiences in the field of 
reverse engineering [PrB94] show that these examples, particularly having applied several 
strategies to map subtype hierarchies onto tables, occur now and then in practice. There is a 
danger of not recognizing such subtype hierarchies. This can lead to incorrect schemas 
defining quite a different operational behavior. 

3 A GRAPHICAL TOOL TO SUPPORT SEMANTIC ENRICHMENT 

So far, we have listed some important rules for semantically enriching relational databases. We 
now present a graphical reengineering tool to semantic enrichment that takes into account all 
of these concepts for remodeling. It aids the user in enriching a relational schema in the 
ODMG-93 object model. 

In contrast to other approaches discussed in the literature, it is not our objective to automate 
the process of knowledge acquisition or reverse engineering (though their work is very 
valuable and can easily be integrated into our framework). We require semantic enrichment to 
be specified explicitly. The advantage is obvious: The concepts of the ODMG object model 
can be used specifically in order to express the semantics inherent to relational databases. The 
designer has the possibility to use appropriate modeling concepts. He can precisely define the 
semantics, in particular, can correctly handle subtype hierarchies, even in the case of mixed 
strategies (cf. Figure 13). Indeed, other approaches often lack the handling of subtype 
hierarchies or just invert vertical subtype strategies, mainly because they automate the process 
of semantic enrichment on the basis of functional and inclusion dependencies. 

The graphical tool gives an easily comprehendible view of the dependencies between the 
object-oriented and the relational schema to the user. We provide comfortable graphical 
support to aid the user in every respect. 

• Starting with the relational schema, an object-oriented schema can be defined incremen
tally. Object types are constructed step by step by applying graphical operations that gather 
in semantics little by little. The connections to the original relational schema can be dis
played on demand. 

• The tool is command-driven and syntax-directed to relieve the designer from syntactical 
burden. This means that users can activate only those editing commands that do not violate 
context-sensitive correlations. 
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• Although we do not care about knowledge acquisition, corresponding methodologies can be 
incorporated later on to provide system-made suggestions for semantic enrichment. 

• The amount of displayed information is adjustable. There are several levels of abstraction 
the designer can choose among in order to get exactly the information he needs. On the one 
hand, there is a comprehensive view of the whole schema, and on the other hand, showing 
special details of widgets is possible. 

• Since the enrichment specification is done manually and not every specification is sensitive, 
the designer can activate a correctness check. It is thus possible to detect inconsistencies in 
the relational database. 

This toot is embedded in a generic approach as it produces ODMG conforming C++ classes. 
These provide an object-oriented run-time system to manipulate relational databases with the 
future standard for object-oriented DBSs. 

Section 3.1 presents the graphical approach to specifying semantic enrichment. Afterwards, 
we discuss the overall generic approach in Section 3.2. 

3.1 Stepwise graphical specification of semantic enrichment 

The fundamental principle of the graphical approach for this tool is visualizing tables, 
equivalent object types, and their dependencies with graphical widgets. Specifying semantic 
enrichment of schemas is done by inserting or deleting these widgets and by adjusting their 
properties by the user. The widgets are initialized with semantically correct values by the 
system whenever possible. During the process, the user may add further information or change 
the presetting. The current state of semantic enrichment can be dumped into a textual format at 
nearly any time in the process. These dumps can be imported into the tool vice versa. 

The graphical process of schema enrichment is subdivided into successive steps in which the 
object types are created, further detailed, and modified. First, the relational schema is loaded 
into the tool, relying on the information stored in the system tables of a relational database. 
Each table is displayed as a table widget. 

In a second step, simple object types are generated that possess just the relational structure. 
The visualization of the now (rudimentary) object-oriented schema is done in form of object 
type widgets based on the notation of OMT (Object Modeling Tool) [RBP+91 ]. Every type 
widget contains the structural information of the object type and the relational table it is 
composed of. This enables the user to easily grasp the connections between types and tables. 

This view is the basis for the third step, the actual schema enrichment. Every aspect of 
semantic enrichment mentioned in Section 2.2 is applicable, graphically evolving the 
preliminary object-oriented schema into a more sophisticated schema incrementally. 
Enrichment rules are applied by adding graphical OMT symbols in a comfortable way. 

The next subsections explain this stepwise process by using the tables given in Figure 13. 
The drawings used to illustrate the examples show the underlying principles but do not follow 
any style guides. The design of the widgets tries not to impose advanced requirements for the 
graphical systems, although 3-dimensional graphics could add interesting features. We aim at 
getting along with character-based terminals. This is one of the reasons we took basically 
OMT, which has been developed with this intention. The object diagrams of OMT are 
extended with some features to represent the connections to the relational tables, and with 
notations for relational tables. The attributes of widgets have been denoted in a table-oriented 
way. Different presentations, for instance popup menus, dialog boxes, textboxes and 
subwindows, should of course be chosen according to the standards and style guides of the 
underlying user interface system. The same holds for the activation of functions. Therefore, 
still different styles are proposed in the window systems of the different platforms. 
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Loading relational schemas 
First of all, the tool loads the relational schema from the system tables and displays this 
information in form of table widgets. The table, its name and the columns are shown, including 
the domain, key declarations (primary key, compound key and foreign key with the referenced 
table), not null restrictions (briefly '!'), and the order of attributes in the dictionary. If the 
relational DBS does not contain information about keys, the user is asked to optionally fill in 
values by hand. Figure 14 shows an example of the visualizing of tableT _PERSON. 

T_PERSON 

!mntttl 
Attribute Domain Key Nulls? Order 

Prio:1 Prio:2 Prio:2 Prio:3 Prio:3 
Pld Integer I Primary not null 1 
PName String not null 2 
ZIP Integer 3 
City String 4 
Street String 5 

Figure 14 Table Widget 

Displaying all this information for each table quickly exceeds the available space on a 
display for even comparatively small schemas. Therefore, every property of a table obtains a 
priority expressing the degree of dropping properties, when a more compact view is needed. 
The user may adjust these priorities according to his needs on certain properties. Consequently, 
details of the widget can be faded out according to the chosen priority. 

Having loaded the relational schema, the table widgets are arranged, e.g., in alphabetical 
order of table names. If the graphical platform supports icons, it is beneficial to assign them to 
table widgets. Icons ease the recognition of tables in large accumulations. To improve the 
handling of larger schemas, tables can be grouped into modules. This provides a further level 
of abstraction and can be tagged using icons as well. 

If it is desired, foreign keys can be transformed into explicit relationships. Figure 15 shows 
the result when displaying the Wor1<sln/Staff relationship. T _EMP and T _DEPT still possess a 
relational table structure and are still not converted to object types. In order to achieve a clear 
graphical layout without intersections, special algorithms are applied analogous to [TBB88]. If 
a relationship is expressed by composite attributes, a hen foot is used to relate these attributes. 

TEMP 

I• AiJI T_DEPT 
Pld I Integer 1pnmarv II lm d] Salal}' Integer lworksln ____.j Dept Integer T DEPT:Did !Integer Jpnmary 11 
MGR? Bool 

,...._ 
Staff j Name !String I II 

Rang String 

Figure 15 Visualizing foreign key relationships 
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Standard transformation 
The first step delivers table widgets, which represent the tables of the relational schema in 
OMT notation. These widgets are now transformed into equivalent type widgets: The 
attributes of the table are directly passed on to the type widget. Naturally, relationships that 
have been recognized as in Figure 15 are still present. Each table widget results in exactly one 
type widget, so to speak, yielding a primitive object-oriented schema that consists of detached 
object types. The type widgets again follow OMT notation. However, it is necessary that each 
table has a key, either elementary or composite, in order to build object identifiers. Otherwise, 
the run-time system would be unfounded and could not handle objects correctly. Tables 
without primary keys cannot represent an object type; they should be remodeled as Bag<tuple>, 
whereby <tuple> has the structure of the table. If a foreign key refers to that table, then it is 
possible to embed the structure into a type. 

Figure 16 demonstrates how the associations between table widgets and type widgets are 
displayed, relating the attributes one by one. The type widget naturally uses domains of the 
ODMG object model. Generally, these are compatible with the domains of relational DBSs, 
e.g., Long fits to Integer, so that the tool will choose an equivalent pendant. Otherwise the 
designer has to intervene. He can override system-made suggestions in any case. Hence, he 
may change object type names, names of attributes, and he can specify the visibility of 
attributes. i.e., private or public. 

PERSON T_PERSON 

I mttet I lmntttl 
Pld Long private · Pld Integer primary I 
Name String public · PName String I 
ZIP Long public ·ZIP Integer 
City String public -~ String 
Street String public ·Street String 

Figure 16 Widget separating object-oriented and relational structures 

PERSON I mttttl 
PERSON T_PERSON 

Attribute Domain Visibility Relational Relational Key Nulls? Attribute Domain 
Prio:1 Prio:2 Prio:2 Prio:1 Prio:2 Prio:2 Prio:3 

t-'la_ on pnvae t-'10 ong pnmary no nun 
Name ::itnng puouc !-'Name ::itnng not null 
w on PUOIIC Lll"' ong 

Glty ::itnng puOIIC Glty ::itnng 
::itreet ::;mng puouc ::;ueet ::;mng 

Figure 17 Widget integrating object-oriented and relational structures 
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Another graphical representation can be chosen in order to obtain a compact survey of the 
associations between object types and tables. Figure 17 presents one single widget that 
integrates relational and object type structures. The correspondence of attributes is 
immediately visible, but the original relational schema is pushed into the background. Both 
representations are interchangeable. 

Semantic enrichment 
After generating the standard representation of a relational database, the corresponding type 
widgets can be related to each other. The process of semantic enrichment is done by handling 
special OMT widgets in the sense of graphical schema editors [deT89). The designer inserts 
widgets and can withdraw them. These are similar to the structure defining symbols in OMT 
notation, however, equipped with additional information. All these widgets are part of a tool 
box, which is organized in a hierarchy. Figure 18 presents the toolbox. 

SEMANTIC ENRICHMENT 

•••••• •• •• •• 
• •• • 

Activation • • • • , 1:1 

........ 
•• 

1:N ' ,, 
c ~ ••• ••. ,, 

Figure 18 Hierarchical toolbox for semantic enrichment 

·., 

For instance, there is a concept 'Inheritance' in the tool box. This concept is subdivided into 
several strategies, namely 'Vertical', 'Horizontal ' , 'Flag (approach)', and 'Materialization'. 
Each concept has a corresponding icon. In order to enrich the existing schema, an icon can be 
chosen, put into the current design, and related to object types by active ends. The icons are 
partially attributed in order to represent the whole information needed for applying a concept. 
Consequently, the user is requested to provide additional information, in context-sensitive 
dependence on that concept. Such properties can be inserted by means of drag&drop, copy-in, 
or direct text input. System-made defaults are possible; they can use conventions of ordering or 
name equalities to make suggestions. 
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Assume that connections between PERSON and T _PERSON on the one hand and WORKER 
and T _WORKER on the other hand have already been established in steps 1 and 2. Let us 
introduce a subtype relationship between WORKER and PERSON. The user establishes an 
inheritance edge between both types in OMT notation. As there are several strategies for 
remodeling subtypes, several icons are displayed to select among. The horizontal one is chosen 
by the user, which in tum requires additional information. It is the characteristic of horizontal 
strategy that supertype and subtype tables have a common structure, maybe renaming 
attributes. The tables T_PERSON and T_WORKER possess attributes that are semantically 
equivalent, e.g., T_PERSON.PName and T_WORKER.PName, and so on. These attributes are 
related interactively. For each attribute of the supertype PERSON, the designer is demanded to 
choose an equivalent attribute of the subtype WORKER. Type compatibility is checked 
automatically. The chosen attribute is faded out in the subtype, and inserted instead into a 
textbox associated with the subtype edge. This is done incrementally until all attributes are 
related to one another. These are the attributes that are inherited from PERSON to WORKER. 
Consequently, the relationship to the relational situation is completely determined. 

The next action consists of clustering the relational attributes ZIP, City, and Street into one 
type-valued attribute Address of domain ADDRESS. The designer clicks on the three attributes 
and activates the relationship button. A subwindow is opened showing the types of 
relationships. In this case, a relationship is useless, since addresses are not treated as objects. 
Consequently, 'Embedding' is chosen to cluster the attributes. The user has to provide the 
name of the embedded type, i.e. ADDRESS, and its visibility. Figure 19 presents the result of 
both enrichments. 

PERSON 

I ••• I 
Pld Integer private 
Name Strln!l public 

ddress ADDRESS public 
IP Integer 

City St~ng 
Street Strlna 

b 
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Figure 19 Horizontal subtype strategy and embedding types 
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Another example makes EMP a vertical subtype of PERSON and applies the flag approach to 
mark managers. An inheritance edge for the vertical strategy must be inserted between EMP 
and PERSON. As vertical subtypes are characterized by inclusions, the designer must fill in, as 
a consequence of context-sensitiveness, an inclusion condition into a textbox in a syntax
directed manner: He can only choose attributes from the corresponding tables that make sense. 
The case is more complicated for the flag approach. A new object type widget must be created, 
since there is no type MGR (there is no table T_MGR). Naturally it is useless to insert new 
object types unless they are related to given tables. Consequently, the designer is asked to 
determine the connection to a table, in this case T_EMP, which in tum requires a flag condition 
to be inserted into a textbox. 

As shown, the process of enriching the schema semantics is done incrementally, by refining a 
schema step by step. Sometimes, the designer makes a wrong decision, e.g., violating a 
constraint as discussed later. He can undo any enrichment, or even convert it to another 
concept. This is why 'convert to' icons are available, the purpose of which is to change 
ordinary relationships to subtype relationships, and vice versa. This simplifies the evolutionary 
development of semantic enrichment. 

Table 1 summarizes icons and the information to be provided. In fact, the properties 
correspond to the discussion in Section 2.2. In general, the graphical notation follows the 
representations given there, except the table forms of relations. All aspects mentioned in 
Section 2.2 are considered for semantic enrichment, even if only a small subset has been 
presented here. The process allows combining rules in an orthogonal manner in any respect. 
The final result of the specification, which remodels the tables in Figure 13 to the original 
ODMG schema in Figure 1, is presented in Figure 20 in a condensed form. 

Table 1 Visualization of subtype strategies 

Strategy Icon Properties 

horizontal ~ attributes exported to supertype 

vertical ~ inclusion condition, e.g., T_PERSON.Pid :2 T_EMP.Pid 

flag approach = flag condition, e.g., Mgr? = true 

materialization M attributes to be synchronized 

generalization t exported attributes 

3.2 Possible actions 

During the process of graphically specifying semantic enrichment of relational databases, 
several actions can be initiated by activating corresponding buttons. 

1. The current status of work can be saved in a dictionary so that enrichment can be resumed 
later on. To this end, we use an intermediate language, an extension of the ODMG ODL that 
defines the resulting ODMG schema and the associations to the relational schema. In fact, 
this language can directly be taken as an alternative, textual form of specification, too. 
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Figure 20 Semantic enrichment of schema in Figure 14 
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2. Furthermore, specifications can be checked for sensibleness. Since specifying semantic 
enrichment is done explicitly, the database does not need to satisfy the semantics specified. 
Indeed, the user has to provide some information like key attributes and foreign keys, but 
there is no warranty that the chosen relational attributes are really keys or foreign keys. 
Testing the user input against the relational database will assure correctness. 

3. Having done a correct and sensitive specification, the equivalent object-oriented schema 
can be generated. Please note the outcoming ODMG schema defines not only the structure, 
but also predefined methods. Hence the schema consists of an object-oriented run-time sys
tem that provides methods to manipulate relations in an object-oriented manner conforming 
to the ODMG-93 standard. 
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These actions are investigated in more detail in the subsequent sections. 

Consistency checks 
Obviously not every user-defined specification has to make sense. Certainly, the graphical, 
syntax-directed approach satisfies the context-sensitive syntax, thus restricting the way of 
using rules in order to avoid meaningless enrichments. For instance, all relation names and 
attribute names occurring in a specification exist in the relational schema to be enriched, and 
attributes belong to the relations, as this is guaranteed in step 1. 

Nevertheless, rules for semantic enrichment should be specified only on condition that the 
relations contain the enhanced semantics, i.e., corresponding integrity constraints should be 
satisfied by the relational database to prevent an administrator from specifying nonsense. Let 
us consider an example. The basis for building object types is the existence of a relational key 
(please remember we presuppose a key for each relation, because it is necessary to constitute 
object identifiers in the run-time system). If the relational DBS does not maintain keys, the 
user must provide this kind of information. But the input may be wrong due to a false 
understanding. This calls for integrity monitoring. 

Many constraints can be derived from an enrichment specification. For example, as EMP ·is 
vertical subtype of PERSON, the inclusion T_EMP.Pid ~ T_PERSON.Pidmust hold. Horizontal 
strategy demands relations to be disjoint, e.g., T_PERSON.Pid n T_WORKER.Pid = 0. And the 
flag approach requires T_EMP.Mgr?=false => T_EMP. Rank=NULL; Non-Managers do not possess 
any rank. Combining strategies produces constraints that are even more complex like 
T_SECR.Pid ~ (oMgr?=talse (T_EMP)).Pid. Implicitly SQL statements are generated and run 
against the relational database. 

Those constraints can be monitored by activating an integrity checker. Its responsibiiity is to 
check whether the current semantic enrichment enhances the relational database correctly. 
Otherwise, the enrichment is pointless. However, this is only a snapshot at the time of 
monitoring; later on, constraints might be violated so that periodic checking is necessary. 

Storing an enrichment specification 
The result of a graphical enrichment specification can be stored in a dictionary for further 
processing. A corresponding textual output, an equivalent specification of semantic 
enrichment in a pure textual form, serves this purpose. The language can also be used to define 
enriched schemas. The following piece of code gives a specification that defines the semantic 
enrichment given in Figure 20. 

interface PERSON from relation T_PERSON[Pid] + T_WORKER[Pid] 
( extent persons 
key Pld ) 

{attribute Long Pld = T _PERSON.Pid + T _WORKER.Pid; 
attribute String Name = T _PERSON.PName + T _WORKER. Name; 
attribute struct ADDRESS { Long ZIP ; String City ; String Street; } 

Address = (T_PERSON.ZIP, T_PERSON.City, T_PERSON.Street) + 
(T_WORKER.ZIP, T_WORKER.City, T_WORKER.Street); 

interface EMP : PERSON from relation T _EMP [Pid = T _PERSON.Pid] 
{ attribute Long Salary = T _PERSON. Salary; 

relationship DEPT Worksln inverse DEPT.Mitarbeiter 
= ( T_DEPT 1 T_DEPT.Did = T_EMP.Dept ); 
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interface WORKER: PERSON from relation T_WORKER [Pid] 
{ attribute Long Wages = T _WORKER. Wages; } 

interface SECR: EMP from relation T _SECR [Pid] 
{ attribute Long Speed = T _ SECR.Speed; } 

interface MGR: EMP from relation T_EMP [Mgr? =true] 
{attribute String Rank= T _EMP.Rank;} 

interface DEPT from relation T_DEPT [Did] 
( extent firm en 

key Did ) 
{attribute Long Did = T _DEPT. Did; 

attribute String Name= T_DEPT.Name; 
attribute Set<String> Branches 

= { T _BRANCHES. Branch 1 T _BRANCHES.Did = T _DEPT. Did}; 
relationship Set<EMP> Staff inverse EMP::Worksln 

= { T_EMP 1 T_EMP.Dept = T_DEPT.Did}; 

The syntax of the language bridles the horse from the back: It is specified what object types are 
the outcome and how they correspond to tables. This is advantageous because an object type is 
generally made up of several tables. Moreover, the syntax remains intuitive and easily 
understandable, and the object types are immediately visible. The syntax extends the ODL of 
ODMG-93 with constructs to specify semantic enrichment. Thus, the specified object types 
can be used as an ODMG database definition later on. 

Object types are defined by interface declarations. Supertypes are specified behind a colon. 
The extent clause defines a variable to access the elements of a type. Extend variables are 
necessary to constitute an entry point for querying data in the sense of CODASYL's 'owner is 
system'; only then can a type be queried in an associative manner. The key-clause defines 
(object-oriented) key attributes that provide uniqueness. Both extent and key parts are optional. 
The part in curly brackets specifies the attributes and relationships an object type should 
possess. This is the usual way to define object types in the ODL. 

The ODL has been extended to express connections between object-oriented and relational 
schemas. The clause from relation relates the specified object type to a relation. Several forms 
are possible, in particular to make subtype hierarchies explicit. In any case, it is specified in 
which relation the elements of the object type, i.e., the instances of the type and its subtypes, 
are found and in what way. 

The normal case is DEPT from relation T _DEPT[Did]: An object type is built from one relation 
directly. Did is the relational key ofT _DEPT. Each tuple, which is uniquely identified by its key 
value, refers to one object. We presuppose a key for each relation, because it is necessary to 
constitute object identifiers in the run-time system. Composite keys are possible and denoted 
as (a, b, c). 

The clause EMP: PERSON from relation T_EMP[Pid = T_PERSON.Pid] represents a vertical 
strategy. Object type EMP is built from table T _EMP. The association to supertype PERSON is 
defined by [Pid = T_PERSON.Pid]. This means that T_EMP and T_PERSON must be joined by 
T EMP.Pid = T PERSON.Pid in order to access the attributes inherited from PERSON. The 
syntax is able to relate differently named attributes. Composite attributes are again possible. 

PERSON from relation T _PERSON[Pid] + WORKER[Pid] specifies a horizontal strategy. This 
should be understood as follows: The elements of PERSON, being spread over the relations 
T _PERSON and T _WORKER, are obtained by computing the union (' + ') of tuples of both 
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tables. Again, the part ( ... ] is used to build object identifiers from T _PERSON.Pid and 
T WORKER.Pid. 
-The form MGR : PERSON from relation T _PERSON(Mgr? = true] indicates a flag approach: 

Object type MGR is subtype of PERSON represented by a flag Mgr? in relation T _PERSON. The 
formula Mgr? = true specifies how elements of MGR are computed in T _PERSON. The 
conditional form is able to control other flag approaches, too, e.g., Ranki=NULL. could be used 
to qualify managers. Even conjunctions of such predicates are possible. 

Equations '=' occurring behind the attributes relate object type attributes to relational 
attributes. Let us consider the interface definition of DEPT. The simplest form of equation is 
like Long Old = T _DEPT. Did and directly relates an object type attribute Did to the relational 
attribute Old of tableT _DEPT. Obviously, renaming can be done in any way: Attributes can be 
renamed by specifying different names on the left hand side of the equations. 

The set-valued attribute Branches is made explicit in DEPT by Set<String> Branches = 
{ T_BRANCHES.Branch 1 T_BRANCHES.Did = T_DEPT.Did }: Compute the set of Branch-values 
for all tuples in T _BRANCHES that possess the same Old as the department itself. In fact, table 
T _BRANCHES (Old, Branch) takes the set of branch locations value by value for each 
department key Old in DEPT. In this way, several relations can be clustered to one object type in 
the sense of (YaL92]. 

Generally, horizontal strategy must be reflected in equations: In PERSON, Name = 
T_PERSON.PName + T_WORKER.Name identifies semantically equivalent attributes: The 
names of people are found as PName in T_PERSON (if they are elements of PERSON) and as 
Name in T _WORKER (if they are instances of WORKER). People occur only in these tables. 

Similarly, Address is defined. Here, the attributes ZIP, City, and Street are composed to 
constitute an embedded structure of type ADDRESS. 

Relationships are specified similarly. Set<EMP> Staff= { T _EMP I T _EMP.Dept = T _DEPT. Did} 
expresses a set-valued reference to EMP for interface DEPT. Remember, the relationship is 
relationally represented in T _EMP by a foreign key Dept (referring toT _DEPT). Staff consists of 
those tuples in T _EMP (identified by respective keys) that have the department's Old as value of 
Dept. The inverse reference Worksln is analogously computed by (T_DEPT I T_DEPT.Did = 
T_EMP.Dept) in EMP. While{ ... } convert a set of tuples into a set of objects, round brackets 
change one tuple into one object. Lists are similarly represented by < ... >. 

The textual form of an enrichment specification is stored as meta-information on the object
oriented and relational schema in a dictionary similar to [KPM93), in order to make it available 
for generating the ODMG run-time system. 

Generating the ODMG schema 
Although the specification of object-oriented schemas must be done manually, either 
graphically or using the textual form, the process of homogenization is carried out 
automatically due to a generative principle [Ho093): Given as input, any correct enrichment 
specification, equivalent ODMG schemas are generated automatically. More precisely, each 
produced schema is given as a pile of C++ classes, defined in the language-specific ODMG 
C++ binding. The generated output provides an abstract software layer, a C++ database 
interface, on top of the relational system similar to [ AIT92, Ho093]. These classes correspond 
to the object manipulation language of ODMG-93 and represent not only the structure of 
object types, but also predefined manipulation methods as in [Tar92). Consequently, each 
object type possesses a new operator to create new objects, a delete_object method to delete an 
object, methods for navigating along relationships, for transaction management, querying, etc. 
In sum, an object-oriented manipulation of relational database is achieved. Application 
programs can thus be developed by using the interface defined by ODMG-93. The following 
piece of code presents a short application program. 
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Database db; db.open("myDB"); 
Transaction t; t.startO; 
long pid = 3; 
long did = 1 O; 
Ref<EMP> e = new(db) EMP(pid); 
Ref<DEPT> d = new(db) DEPT(did); 
e->Worksln = d; 

d->Staff.delete element(e); 
Set<Ref<EMP>> eset = d->Staff; 
t.commitO; 
db.closeO; 

After opening a database "my DB", a transaction is started. An object of type EMP is created by 
applying the operator new. As we require a key for each object owing to object identity, a key 
value pid must be passed as a parameter. In fact, there should not exist a tuple with the same Pld 
in T _EMP, otherwise the operation will fail. Similarly, another object of type DEPT is created. 
The employee e is hired by this department: d is assigned to the Worksln reference. Since the 
Worksln/Staff relationship is bidirectional, the employee is implicitly inserted into the Staff of 
department d. This can explicitly be done by d->Staff.insert_element(e), too. The employee is 
fired by d->Staff.delete_element(e). Additional methods, are available to process the staff as a set 
of employees (Set<Ref<EMP»). For more details concerning the ODMG-93 interface, the 
reader is referred to [Cat94]. 

These methods work on object types and are automatically implemented on relational 
operations in order to make them executable. Both the interface of the C++ classes (header 
files .h) and their implementation (.cc) are generated. Hence, there is no need to implement 
anything of the ODMG interface. In fact, the implementation is done in direct correspondence 
to the semantic enrichment. For example, creating a new employee by applying the new 
operator implies an SQL insert in tables T_EMP and T_PERSON due to the vertical subtype 
strategy: Employees have attributes stored in both tables. Assigning a department to the 
employee requires an update of the foreign key attribute Dept in T_EMP (Dept represents the 
Worksln relationship). 

Naturally, queries are posed in an object-oriented SQL-like query language. We do not 
implement the full ODMG OQL, but rather a relevant subset that can easily be extended later. 

Example: Names and Salaries of employees who work in department 'A Inc.' 

select 
from 
where 

Name, Salary 
EMP 
Worksln.Name = 'A Inc.' 

This query is object-oriented as it refers to the object-oriented schema. Object type EMP does 
not possess an attribute Name, but Name is inherited from supertype PERSON. Furthermore, 
relationship Worksln is used to relate employees to their departments. 

In order to make the query executable on a relational DBS, it is automatically translated into 
a pure relational SQL query. In principal, all of the object-oriented concepts, like inheritance 
and relationships, are replaced with relational ones. Hence, object types are mapped to relation 
names, e.g., EMP toT _EMP due to 'EMP from relation T_EMP', and similar for attributes ('Salary 
= T _EMP.Salary'). Attribute Name is inherited from PERSON to EMP. More precisely, EMP is a 
vertical subtype of PERSON defined by '[Pid = T_PERSON.Picl]'. Names of employees are 
stored in T_PERSON. To access the names, both table T_PERSON and T_EMP must be joined 
according to the condition in '[ ... ]'. Name is replaced with p.PName, requiring the introduction 
of a variable p of type T _PERSON together with a join p.Pid = e.Pid. 
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Similarly, Worksln must be eliminated using the specification Worksln = (T _DEPT 1 T _DEPT. Did 
= T _EMP.Dept). An exists statement demands for the existence of a department named 'A Inc.'. 
The following query is the final result of the translation: 

select 
from 
where 
and 

p.PName, e.Salary 
T PERSON p, T EMP e 
pFid = e.Pid -
exists (select • 

from T DEPT d 
where dDid= e.Dept 
and d.Name = 'A Inc.') 

This is quite a simple example that demonstrates how to take into account inheritance and 
relationships. Similarly, horizontal subtype strategy results in a relational union, a flag 
appr-oach in additional conditions by means of flags, and so on. The query translation is 
described in more detail in [Hoh95]. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we described a graphical approach to semantic enrichment of relational 
databases, transforming tables into the object model of ODMG-93 [Cat94]. In contrast to other 
approaches to remodeling relational schemas, our approach does not use technical rules like 
functional or inclusion dependencies for semantic enrichment. Such dependencies are a rather 
imprecise form of input, which do not allow for the reconstruction of all strategies that might 
have been applied during design. Instead, we propose an approach that starts with the 
relational schema, converts the schema into a rudimentary one, and allows the designer to 
modify the schema by applying semantic enrichment rules. Consequently, the user explicitly 
specifies resulting object types and how they are related to relational tables. Specifying 
semantic enrichment is done more intuitively, and is capable of making explicit any kind of 
sensible semantics. At any time, the correctness of semantic enrichment can be verified. 

While other approaches only derive an object-oriented structure of relational databases, we 
automatically generate a complete database interface. A generative principle produces 
equivalent C++ classes for any kind of relational schema and any specification of semantic 
enrichment. These classes define the object-oriented structure and provide generic methods to 
operate on objects instead of tuples. The methods as well as their implementation on top of a 
relational system, are generated. The interim benefit is that relational data is operated in an 
object-oriented manner, using inheritance and relationships, and avoiding the impedance 
mismatch. Since we chose the ODMG-93 standard, the generated interface complies with the 
future standard database interface for object-oriented DBSs. Hence the door is opened to 
replace the relational system by an object-oriented one or to migrate data later on. 

The presented generative approach has been implemented with Motif on SUN4 workstations 
in AT&T C++ on top of the relational system INFORMIX. The generative principle is 
designed to provide flexibility. Hence it is easily possible to introduce new rules for semantic 
enrichment without affecting the implementation in large parts. 

Similar generators are under development for other types of DBSs, in particular object
oriented ones, also relying on a generative approach. Hence homogenizing database schemas 
enables data migration between different types of DBSs in an easy manner. Next, we want to 
develop a tool that produces migration tools automatically. 

All the homogenized schemas build the basis for the successive step of schema integration. 
The main concern of schema integration is identifying conflicts between several homogenized 
schemas belonging to different database systems, to resolve them and to merge the schemas 
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into global schema(s) in order to provide a uniform and transparent access to several databases. 
A global, integrated schema is nothing but an additional software layer, the implementation of 
which is based upon the homogenized schemas, which are also software layers. Similar 
principles will be applied to define global schemas, but different concepts are needed due to 
the different kind of problems to be solved. Hence there will be an integration specification 
language, now dissolving semantic heterogeneity between schemas. Syntactic constructs are 
necessary to handle typical problems of schema integration BLN86] like different units of 
measurement (Dollar vs. DM), and naming conflicts like homonyms and synonyms. Means to 
give schemas a new structure are useful to overcome structural differences, e.g., if some unit is 
modeled by an attribute in one component schema, but as an object type elsewhere [SpP91 ]. If 
things are getting really bad, data in one schema corresponds to metadata in another leading to 
schematic discrepancies [KLK91, SCG92]. Generalization is an important concept to bring 
together objects of the same type, but from different, heterogeneous databases [KDN90]. 
Vertical fragmentation has an orthogonal effect: Objects are built by 'joining' objects from 
different databases. Hence logical links between thus far disjoint databases must be newly 
specified. 

Having an integration language that provides corresponding syntactic constructs, we carry on 
applying our generative principle. Object classes that represent global schemas are 
automatically generated. They now provide a uniform database interface for the federation. In 
fact, new problems arise like concurrency control and transaction management [LiS91] and 
query processing becomes very demanding. 

Now, there is a prototype that integrates INFORMIX and the object-oriented database system 
VERSANT has been implemented, but a lot of work is still necessary to improve it. 
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Questions & answers 
Question [Dillon]: 

What semantics are you aciding? When is generalization applied? 

Answer [Komer]: 
The user decides to add the semantics. The system documents the addition of 
semantics but not why it is added. 

Comment [Doherty]: 
Sounds like two people are needed: an application developer and a database 
administrator. 

Answer [Korner]: 
The user of the system needs domain knowledge. 

Comment [Doherty]: 
The process of building rappers can be separated from mediation. 

Answer [Korner]: 
The presenter gives a example from his experience. 

Question[]: 
Why map the subtyping hierarchy? 

Answer [Korner]: 
It gives a better understanding of the structure of the data. 

Question [Pirotte]: 
Are you using hints from other data (such as indices) to guess semantics? 

Answer [Korner]: 
Not yet. 

Comment [Sham Navathe]: 
This is a contribution to reverse and forward engineering. 

Answer [Korner]: 
Yes, the reverse engineering is done manually; the forward engineering automatic. 

Question [Pirotte]: 
How much of building a specific model can be automated? 

Comment [Wiederhold]: 
He names a specific product. 

Answer [Korner]: 
The existing tools were bad, but some (he did not know) may be better. 

Question [Doherty]: 
Can this system do data transformation? 

Answer [Korner]: 
Yes. 

Question [Sham Navathe]: 
Can data transformation programs be automatically generated? 
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Answer [Korner]: 
Yes, but this has not been done yet. The code integration of object-oriented sys
tems is difficult. 

Question [Gordon Everest]: 
Assess ODMG 

Answer [Korner]: 
I like it. Its weaknesses of not supporting n-ary relationships and complex objects 
is not significant because I have not needed them often enough to justify their 
complexity. 


